CUSTOMS REPORT

News

The customs authority declared the overstock of chemicals in ports will end in the
second half of September according to the head of the Egyptian customs Authority
(ECA) - Dr. Magdy Abdel Aziz. The customs committee established within the
Industries Union coordinates with the General Organization for Import and Export
Control (GOIEC) and the Union to follow-up on overstock issue. From its side the
GOIEC is undergoing the chemicals analysis rapidly to reduce overstock in ports
warehouses.

Good
News

X- Ray machines purchased by the ECA are to be delivered during
November. The installation of the x-ray apparatus in the Egyptian ports
and cargo airports will dramatically reduce the time of release in a way
and control smuggled goods from and into Egypt in another.

The Customs Authority has prepared a 6 axis plan to increase its revenue. The plan includes the
collection of customs taxes due from ministries, authorities, government bodies, following-up and
collecting its dues from lawsuits with ﬁnal rulings in favor for ECA. The plan also includes selling all
abandoned goods after its legal period of deposit in the warehouses has expired. More and immediate
Post-clearing audits are also in the plan

Customs Control on
Imported Goods
As you may know,
according to the annex 2
of the import and export
regulations, only a selected
items of commodities can be
imported used to Egypt such as
the manufacturing lines tools,
machines and equipments and
their spare parts.

Consequently, used display refrigerators
have been prohibited for import. Only
those imported prior to the issuance of
the trade and industry’s decree can be
released from the ports.

Customs Seizures
Having said the above-mentioned regulation, the Port
Said Customs inhibited the attempt to smuggle used
display refrigerators imported from Italy and
fraudulently stated in the customs declaration as
“customs tools”. The customs inspections resulted in the
discovery of 63 used refrigerators and 9 used coffee
machines for the value of EGP 204 000. The goods were
seized and detained. A report was drafted accordingly
and legal procedures taken.
Also taking place in Port Said: the General Security
Authority, along with the Port Said Customs and the
Port Authority seized 9 smuggling cases of 39 tons of
ready-made garments and home appliances, 300 K
pieces of ﬁreworks, 6K of blank bullets, one million
diabetes syringes falling under the prohibited list of
imported goods. Non-complying goods with Egyptian
standards were also found in addition to containers with
excessive weights ﬁlled with women accessories not
registered in the import manifest. v
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CUSTOMS REPORT

Tax Seizures

Numerous campaigns for customs infringements combat led by the General
Directorate for Tax Intelligence (GDTI) resulted in the seizure of 341 smuggling
lawsuits (general taxes, sales taxes, customs infringements, real estate) and
executed 92 court rulings.

EGP 153 312
768 is the number of
customs revenue from
Damietta port for
August 2015, reaching
131.65 % of its target for
the month. The number of
customs declaration is
distributed as follows:

01

IMPORT 2048

02

EXEMPTION 594

03

DRAWBACK 163

04

TEMPORARY
ADMISSION 20

05

FREE ZONE
IMPORT 5

06

TEMPORARY
RELEASE 5

Number of customs reports for August in Damietta: 19 reports, for a total value of EGP 3,688 Mn
with a global worth of compensation EGP 8,607 Mn.
Note: most of the commodities smuggled were shoes and leather products, appliances, glasses and
glass bottles among others.

Customs in numbers:
The total customs duties collected so far exceeded EGP 50 Bn of which average EGP 32 Bn
are sales taxes:
The customs duties collected for FY 2014-2015 increased by 19. 4% to score EGP 21, 073
Mn with an increase of EGP 3,418 Mn comparing to the previous year. Reasons are due to the
security rest and economic recovery in addition to the increase of the USD price from which
beneﬁted the customs.

Did you
know?

Korayem was the ﬁrst head of the Egyptian Customs (Died 1798). He was ﬁrst
appointed as a government ofﬁcial in the Alexandria city, and soon became the
head of the executive body of the governorate and head of the Egyptian
Customs.
Korayem was known to be a strong Egyptian patriotic resistant to the French
expedition to Egypt. He was executed by Napoleon Bonaparte on the 6th of
September in 1798 for not supporting the French colonization in Egypt.
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